TRANSCONTINENTAL EXCURSION OF 1912
5uget Sound and its immediate surroundings have exerted but a itively small influence over the progress of Seattle and Tacoma, the exploitation of its forests and fisheries did not imply the
•nation of great trading centers. In this region, all parts of ich are of easy access for large vessels, half a dozen little settle-nts, "saw-dust and salmon towns," sprang up from the outset, e agricultural resources are limited, for the soil, consisting of icial deposits, is as a rule poor and liable to be washed away as m as cleared off; the mists and the coolness of the summers do t allow of the same crops as to the east of the Cascades: oats, tatoes and soft wheat are chiefly grown; vegetables and early aits would thrive, but their reign has scarcely begun. The tracts ider cultivation are situated at the bottom of the valleys, and in reral counties 90 per cent, of the surface remains forested, after moval of the finest timber. There is abundant water power, but » utilization has only just begun; coal-mining is hampered by the >or quality of the fuel and by the successful competition of Cali-
•rnian petroleum. If Seattle and Tacoma had contented them-Ives with exploiting these resources, they would have become cen-rs of secondary importance, like their neighbor, Olympia, the ipital of Washington. The change which opened up to them quite a tfferent career was the completion, in 1883, of the transcontinental iilway terminating at Puget Sound. Lying on opposite sides of s western terminus, they drew equal advantages from it to the etriment of their local rivals. It enabled them to compete with 'ortland for the trade of the upper Columbia basin, and with San 'rancisco for the commerce with the eastern states and the shores of le Pacific.
For these new activities they possessed important natural advan-iges: the depth and sheltered position of their harbors and their jcation in the section which affords the shortest route across the 'acific from the United States. Their astonishing progress is due o these benefits, of which they have availed themselves with great kill and vigor.
Having no settled commercial traditions, they have created, by eizing the opportunities which occurred, a set of connections which lifters considerably from that of Portland. Both have a part in lommon, viz. the exportation of the forest and agricultural products if the Northwest. In this respect, Seattle and Tacoma have ear-

